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THE FUTURE FEDERAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE:
The Responsibility of the Federal Information Resources
Management Community
The world has ntered the age of electronic informatimo. Change dominates. Federal officials responsible
for manging government information and informs.
tion technology must prepare their institutions and
systems to respond.
The U.S. Government remains the world's argest
creator, colector, user, and disseminator of informa*
tion. Scientific research and industrial productvity,
the public health and safety, and the equitable
collection and distribution of tax receipts are a few of
the national priorities that depend on sound Federal
information systems. In addition, the unique nature of
information in a free society-Jefferson called it "the
currency of democracy"-gives Federal policies special
importance.
Typical of any new technology, information technology's application proceeds by fits and starts. Policy

and sound practice lag the rapid deployment of new
capabilities in information and communication

ters, particularly in such areas as priva

ys-

security,

standards, and intellectual property. These gaps

create a challenging environment for the Federal
information resources manager.

Notwithstanding this unsettled environment, there is

growing consensus as to both the importance and the

eneral characterics of an improved national inte. Once the nfatruture is
bmation i
person will be able to receive
a
flly developed,
job and health care informulti-media
peronalizd,
mation and screenig, pay bils, and apply for a birth
certificate 24 hours a day seven days a week, from
home or at a public terminal.
Both the public and private seetors of the inormation
economy are patclpating in the creation of this
'nfastruture. Federal officials have a special re
sponsibilty in that creation, given the roles and
responsibilities the Federal Government plays in the
nformation and information tehnology economy. The
Federal Government produces information resources,
uses them and makes policy for their use, ats a a
catalyst for ther development, and delivers services
through them.
This article has three purposes. It describes the
changing environment that Federal officials fce. It
discusses the evolving national information infstcture and the Federal Government' roles and responsibilities in that development It concludes with
some brief suggestions for action that will help
prepare the Federal information resources management community to take on these responui]ilities.

THE ARRIVAL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: FORCES
AFFECTING FEDERAL OFFICIALS
and the Smart Machine
InMtitutffo
Much is made of the pace of change today, and Federal

officials inhabit an environment of particularly rapid
change. Often they confront this problem concretely,
as when taking delivery of newly acquired equipment
that is already a generation out.fdate. But the
change created by the proliferation of electronic

information is broader and more profound than faster
procesing The attack of the "mart machine on
misting organizations and expectations connts the

Federal official in at least five ways.
First, and most fundamentally, informationtechnology
tramqrms the way work is done. When used to its full

potential, information technology Ees beyond the

automation of paper processes and allows the rethink-

ing and redesign of thos work processes to eliminate

steps and make them more effiient, A simple example
is the use ofelectroni ordering and supplier information to eliminate the need for warehouses of parts,
instead creating "ust-in-time delivery from suppliers
to users. Similarly, the onsolidation of mainframe
centers and the rise of distributed information and
processing powe-illustrated by current experiments
in telecommutin g-re just begiig to be flt in the
way work and wcOk groups are organized. This
redesign afect the kinds and numbers of tas to be
performed and the skills employees need to perform
those tasks.
brFiey is a second aspect of the attack on eisting
institutions. Organizations may now choose from
m-6
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multiple communications media. The year that the
last operator-asisted pary line was removed in
Montana, GA8
PT 2000 program initiaed the
nation's first transcontinental production-grade, digi.
tal integrated voice-data service This variety threaten traditional structure by creating islands' o
inter-peer networks that reach acro traditional
oranitional boundaries. The ease of transmitting
international electronic mail over the Internetl is
allowing scientists in developing countries to spend
more time communicating with their international
peers than with members of their traditional national
communities.
Beyond diversity, Federal agency dpendence on
information systems and on the quality of i'fbrmation
in them have become absolute For legal purposes, the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) does not record the
receipt of taxpayers' returns until automated processing is complete at one often service enters and then
,on the manfme computers at IR Martinsburg
Computing Center. Beause of a processing problem in
Philadelphia, many taxpayers had to wait twice, as
long to receive their tax refunds in 1986 because their
returns had not been processed and recorded" by IRS
definition. More profoundly, many kinds of work can
no longer be done manually. This more fndamental
dependence can change the relationship of workers to
the work, often decentraizing responsibility and
authority.
The fourth aspect is the demand for more public
inbformaonb. Public in tituti
are suect to ever
greater scrutiny, grounded in the basic idea of
openness in government Openness of government is
an important value, In addition, certain types of
government information have value in the
marketplace as well, r can improve the functioning of

markets. Accordingly OMB Circular No. A-180, for
example, proposes that agences 'disseminate in.
formation on equitable and timely terms." As dis.
cussed below, sound dissemination practices are
essential to U.S. competitiveness.
An itnational

unter4ompitr

Finally, all these forces reate new demands for
rity cad priacy.As the government automates it
reords on individuals, new kinds of privacy concerns
arise. For example, computers make the matching of
names of beneficiaries across program lines relatively
simple, helping to eliminate faud and abuse. Alist of
veteras reving benefits can be matched with a list
of persons delinquet on government student loan
payment. The Computer Matching and Privacy
Proection Act of 1988 establishes due process protection fr individuals suject to those matches. For
eample, a benefit may not be denied soly on the
basis of a database "hit. Similrl, interc ecting
Federal databases via networks ates a ulnerabil
ity which agencies must plan for. The Computer
Security Act of 1987 provides that Federal computer
systems which handle sensitive information should be
protected by security measures commonsurate with
the risk and manitude of the harm that may occur.
These laws, which respond to the ubiquity of informa
tion brought on by advances information
n
technology,
help t regularise the complex balancing act Federal
officials must perform between these opposing
demands
In sum, long-standing organisational and expectation
structures, and at times the Federal officials associ
ated with those structures, find themselves under
attack. These structures include work processes, peer
group arrangements, the location of decision-making
and epertise, the availabiity of information about
government, and privacy epectations.
Waxr &eal and te Model T
As with most new technologies, the uneven reliability
of information technolgy creates delays and fMilures.
In the twelfh and thirteenth centuries, paper began
to be used to document agreements among individuals
that, for the previous two millennia, had been oral.
Skepticism prevailed as to the trustworthiness of such

paper arements as compared with agrements
reached during real, human discussions witnessed by
community leaders." Elaborate security measures,
such as wax seals and special papers, were devised to
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substitute for the word of the elders. Use of these
measures was required into the nineteenth century for
many written agreements to be legally bding.
Government contract doumens were required to be
signed and attached togther by a ribbon and seao l
Although today a fax signature is generally admissible
in a court of law, debate continues, ften appopriatel
a to the necssary institutional and technical
arrangements-for the security of electronic business
transactions. The uncertainty that this debate creates
delays the implementation of mprovements that could
ubstantially reduce cost and errors.
A comparison between information technology and
automobiles is often used to illutrate the rapid
improvement in performance, sise, and price of
information technolo. Similarly, comparison a to
reliability suggests information technolog's current

stage of evolution. PC applications sem to fail as
often as the Model T automobile did, service availabil.

ity is as spotty as filling stations were in the 1920's,
and to get anywhere fast you have to know how to fix
it yourself. All this makes it hard to field technology
on a large scale.
If/bnr

tion Emionsk-Amc

the dE4p

Fnally, the increasing economic value of information,
both as a commodity in trade and as an input to
production and organiational processes, increases the
importance of Federl decisions about information
resources. Three examples, the dissemination of
government information, Federal resarch in ad-

vanced information technology, and the effect of
Federal policies on the U.S. information industry,
illustrate the rising stakes in Federal information
resourcel.

Government (Federal, state and local) information is
valuable in the marketplace. Markets depend on
sound and timely economic statistics. Decisions ranging from determining the amounts of Federal benefits
to the efficient targeting of direct mail depend on
accurate ensus data, Geographic and climatological
information gnerated by NASA and National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adminitration (NOAA)
satellites allow farmers to apply fertilizer more
efficiently, local govements to fbrmulate environ4

t
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mental policy, and public safety officials to prepare for
natural disasters. As information in electronic form is
so easily copied and distribted, it does not behave in
the marketplace as a normal economic good.' As more
valuable nformation is reated, the stakes involved in
Federal decisions about its vaiiiy will increase as
well
Second, as information grow in economic importance,
so does the importance of the Federal investment in
advnced informaticd technology. The High Performanes Computing and Communications Initiative is a
researh progrm funded in smll part by the Federal
Government, with the bulk of fnding coming rom
industry and rsearch universities. It is designed to
supprt Federal scientific agency missions, and is
actually a three-part experiment It supports the
development and testing of new computing and
communications tehnologie--machines able to process trillions of bits per second and nationwide
networks that can transport billions of bits per second
Neat, it provides support for advanced research using
such techniques as imag visualiation to attack
problems ranging fom remote medical diagnosis to
global climate change. The final, and perhaps most
complicated part, is the xperiment in tehnology
transfer and cooperation among U.S. industry the
Federal Government, and the education community.
As this initiative evolves, expectations grow as to its
beneficial effects on productivity and education. It
raises many qustioni as to the appropriate Federal

role in technology developmentL
Third, a strong information industry is of growing
importance to the U.S. economy and its international
comptitiveness. Accordingly, the Government should

do what it can to promote-and should not inhibitthat competitiveness. Thus the benefits of allowing
Federal employees to hold software copyrights and the
law enforcement benefits of restricting the introduc.
tion of digital telephone equipment must be balanced
gainst their potential harm to this important industry
Ultimately, the increasing economic importance of
government information resources means that tech.
nologists and information policymakers no longer may
expect autonomy (or isolation) as systems developers
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and operators. They must take into account a much
larger eommunity of interest For ample, the
Congresional Research Service reports that Congress
passed 839 new laws relating to information and
information technology between 1977 and 1990.
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Three forces converge on Federal officials. The
tenology' newness makes its deployment and
associated poliymang uneven. Its effct on orgnisational and epectation tructures creates unpredictability and a potential for conflict And the
increasing value of infrmation means decisions
become more pulic with more plaer

TE U.S. INFORMATION INFRASTUCTURE AND ITS FEDERAL
COMPONENTS
Informwaicu Whrmand When We Want It
The High Performance Computing Supplement to the
President's Fiscal Year (FY) 1992 Budget makes
reference to the development of a broad, privately
operated national information inastructure. It notes

that "such an infratructure would allow consumers,
businesses, and schools and government at all levels

to share quality information and entertainment when
and where they want it at a reasonable cost'
Ths vision defines the users of such an infrastructure-consumers, businesses, and schools and government-in a manner consistent with the tradition of

universal service embodied in the Communications
Act of 1934. It promises the sharing of "quality

information and entertainment While quality enter
tainment is a matter of personal taste, five criteria can
be used to describe quality information. Quality
information is reliable, tiely, user-friendly, appropriate to the audience, and available from diverse
sources. Federal agencies, as creators and distributors
of public information, should concern themselves
about the information's quality when acting as

catalysts in this evolving vision.
The consideration of "reasonable costs' of course
provides a couterbalance to the vision of a ubiquitous, instantaneous, ful-service information utility.
Increasingly, we see efforts to institutionalize "basice

service in public information offerings, to ensure that
some capability is available to everyone. Lifeline
telephone rates and the Cable Act of 1992' requirement to regulate 'basi' cable television service are
two examples that refleet upon the truth of the
aphorism that, "although information wants to be free,
people generally want to be paid"

T.

Robl

of te Fwbral Gowenumnt

What is the Federal role in infrastructure development? What is the niche, the position, the expectation
of the Federal agency in the information age? It has
sometimes been considered the function of government
in the U.S. to provide the infor tion infrastrcture.
Indeed, an early model of overnment-operatod infbrmation infrastrcture, the Postal Service, provides
useful historical perspective on the importance of
universal access to information.' Like the ralroads,
but unlik roads and highways, the U.S. telecommunications infrastture was generally developed and is
held privately. iday-it is evolving, as are commuications infaftructures in much of the world, into a
market-based, competitive system4 Thus it is not
obvious what the best model is for Federal Govern.
ment action in infbrmation nfratructre develop*
ment.

Both the public and private sectors will participate in
the creation of an improved, national, iformation

infastuture. But Federal offials have a special
responsibility in that creation, given the roles and
responsibilities of -the Federal Government in the
information arena. The Federal Government produces
uses and makes policy for their
information rou,
use, acts as a catalyst for their development, and
delivers services through them.

The Federal Government is the world's largest
producer of informatio. As described earlier, Federal
information has increasing value in the marketplace,
and its continued availabilty is key to a robust
national infastructure. As a user, the Federal Gov.

ernment is no longer the '800 pound gorilla' it once
was, but it remains an Infuence in the market,
articularly when-it employs the most advanced
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technology to meet mission requirement. Thus in

supercomputers, in geographic inormation systems,

in image processing, and in epert systems, gvern
ment sets de facto standards and influenea the
direction of new technology.
In limited aras, the Fedral Government is the
national policmaker and regulator. Here, it must give
absolute priority to the broadest national interest in a

diftrent manner than when it is acting a a user of
technology or information. As user, its focus i

properly first on the agency mission that the informa-

tion resources must support, As regulator, both the

Government's right to play and the rules of ply are
different The Federal Communications Commission
regulates the provision of interstate telecommunica-

tions services and the use of the electromanetic

spectrum "so as to make available, so far as possible,
to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient,
Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio com.
munication service." 0 This is an extremely complex
area, whre each technology (wire communications,
radio communications, broadcast, cable television,
etc.) is regulated differently. Clearly as technologies

converge, new approaches are needed. Similarly,

intelectual property rights-in particular the copyright of information-are guaranteed, and in some
caes enforced, by the Federal Government.

;
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Fourth, the Government fnctions as a catalyst It
leads by eample, promotes competition, and convenes
disparate interests. Fr example, in the privacy area,
Federal Government protection of nfrmation about
individuals is demonstraby stroner than in the
private uector. In the open systems aea, the Com.
meres Departments National Ititute of Standrds
and Tlhnologv has convened an open systems users
grup that is brning industry and government users
and suppliers together to implement national
tandards. The High Perfmance Computing and
Communications Program is oe of the best exmples
of a catlytic public-private prtnership.
inally,the Federal GoOernment fuctions as a service
provider. Recognition of this role drives the increasing
emphasis to view infrmation technology as a resource
in mproving service to the citizen. Computers are
helping the IRS reduce the number of erroneous
taxpayer notices and ncreaing voluntary compliance
with the tax code. FT8 2000 '800"-ervice allows the
Government to stay open longer, directing after hours
calls from the east to the west coast office. These
practices lltrate appropriate Federal responses to
the rising expeetatons of consumers, who have
become accustomed to hig quality, informaton-ric
service from the private sector.

RESPONSE OF THE FEDERAl INFORMATION RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT ' COMMUNITY
How should the Federal Information Resources Man-

community respond in this dynamic
agement (I
environment? Given the diverse roles of government,
what should the IRM community do to prepare to
participate in the development of the evolving national
e?
information nfrastr
Principally, the task is to get the IRM house in order.
Several particular activities can be taken over the
irst, the IRM
next several years to do thi.
community should act to improve public onfidence in
the Federal Government's ability to acquire and use
information technology. Crdibility is key to being an

effective player. Several initiatives are underway to

correct an unbalanced perception that failures outnumber successes in Federal IBM. Both GSA and
GAO have begun to collect examples of ageny "best
practices' in systems development, information man.
)-O ~rmucatnious

agement, information policy, and information technology acquisition.
Second, the IM community should work to foster
more cooperative relations between the public and
private sectors. The Government' ability to play its
multiple roles require trust between government'and
industry. Tis tru can be built by creating opportunities f constructive dialogue and sharing o experienceL In addition, new ways of interacting will be
required. The IMM community can experiment with
different ways of forming partnerships with industry
to develop inftructre and deliver servie Groups
such as the Industry Advisory Committee ofthe
Federation of Government Information Processing
Councils have begun this wor by sponsoring useful
forums for govement and industry to share information and disusm common problems.

AA of IOUS, 5ewdn 1 (47 U.B.C. 151).
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inally, the IRM community should work to build a
Federal servie dclivery infra*turotusing information technolofy better to perform its misdions. At
root this requires new partnerhips within and acroas
ageneios. Agency IRM ofcils should initate and

fbrg links to their financial and proram delivery
aounterpart., and acros agencies
cooperative
nctional groupine. Specifically, these partnerhips

could spport: improvng interancy coordination in
ervice delivery; testing new dten-seiorie technologie such as kiosu; ncreasing the ative dissemnation of gvrnment information; reducing adminiltra.
tive burden and papework through the us of
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information technology; and, creating policies and
incentive tructure that encourage innovation. In this
area, the Federal Information Reources Management
Policy Council has establihed an Interagency IRM
Infrastructure T
Group. 0MB i sponsorlng a
monthly, govenmentwide frum that i removing

leal, regulao,

n,d standard

barr

to the

transbr of busineu and government inbrmation

electronicay. OMB ha isnued a proposl to revise its
guidance on infbormtion dissemnation, and will
continue to support agencies' work in ntatructure
development, building on cot-effective initiative

already underway.
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